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Wrought Iron Gates
Unique designs custom made.

Wrought iron wall trellis
170 x 70cms wall trellis pictured—$365 in raw steel.
Powder coating available. Other sizes POA.

Florence Gate
Flat steel frame with hand turned
ends and 12x12mm vertical bars.
‘C’ scrolls have fish tail ends.
Available in raw steel or powder
coated. Made to measure in most
sizes. Prices as per price list.

Tree guard with Daffodil
500mm diameter, comes apart
into two halves for easy installation. Cast steel daffodil conceals
the bolt.
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Standard courtyard gate—plain bars
with topper to suit width of gate (see
below). 1400 x 900mm shown here.

Courtyard gate with blind bottom panel
and wrought iron insert. 9-05 topper.
Frame size: 1500 x 1200mm

Shorter version of the courtyard gate
with blind panel on bottom.
Frame size: 1200 x 900mm

NOTE: Courtyard Gates: The centre and top right gates are variations on
the standard ’courtyard gate’. There are a wide variety of wrought iron and
decorative inserts that we can use so if you’re interested in creating something different, once we get an idea of what you’re preferences are, we can
send you copies of ornaments and options from our catalogues . Vertical bar
gates such as those above can be dressed up with something as simple as ‘c’
or ‘s’ scrolls.

Custom designed and made on consignment.
Made to fit between 820mm high stone wall
and to match larger double gates (overleaf).

Art 9-04
(810 x 280 mm)

Art 9-05
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Art 9-06
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Art 9-09
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(900 x 300 mm)

Art 9-10
(1710 x 480 mm)
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